Intake System Cleaner
AT-100 Intake Blast
Easy to use, aerosol charged solution for top end engine cleaning.
•Cleans intake system by dissolving
carbon and oil deposits
•Helps eliminate rough idle, hard
starting, loss of power and pinging
•Smoke free, catalytic converter and
o2 sensor safe formula

Works to remove carbon build up from intake valves
Easy to use kit:
Includes locking button, vacuum hose & multi-adapter

Fits vacuum lines 1/8” - 1/4” - 1/2”
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Carbon collects on intake valves of EFI engines from
the PCV system, especially as piston rings wear
and introduce oil blow-by. Traditional EFI injectors
“wash” intake valves, helping clean initial carbon
build up. Once the engine reaches 75,000 miles, it is
recommended to service with AT-100 Intake Blast to
clean excess deposits.

Although GDI engines offer a more efficient design
by injecting fuel directly into the cylinder, the benefit
of the fuel “wash” to clean carbon is not present. Due
to this, it is critical to use AT-100 Intake Blast every
15,000 miles to clean intake valves, ports and seats of
carbon deposits on GDI engines.
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Multi-System Stop Leak
AT-205 RE-SEAL
Professional strength, effective and safe stop-leak for all rubber seals
and gaskets. Exclusive formulation restores worn or dried out seals and
is not harmful to internal bearings and components.
Stops leaks in:
•Engine
•Transmission
•Power Steering
•Differential
•Hydraulic Systems
(Do not use in brakes)

Compatible with conventional and synthetic oils, ATF,
gear oil, power steering fluids and hydraulic oil.
Does not contain petroleum distillates, will not
over-swell or breakdown seals
How it works:

ATP-205 added to
leaking system

The formulation
blends with the oil

Conditions and
rejuvenates seals

Most leaks resealed
within 5 hours or less

Usage Chart:
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System Capacity

Ounces of AT-205

Approx. Bottles

12 Qts.

16oz

2

10 Qts.

14oz

1 2/3

8 Qts.

12oz

1 1/3

6 Qts.

8oz

1

4 Qts.

6oz

2/3

2 Qts.

3oz

1/3

1 Qt.

1.5oz

1/6

Transmission Additives
AT-202 Transmission Protectant
Fully synthetic additive that blends with ATF to improve it’s performance
properties, reducing torque converter shutter, clutch pack chatter and
converting standard ATF types to a synthetic-blend fluid.
•Synthetic formula protects
transmissions by reducing internal
heat & wear
•Resists fluid thermal breakdown,
oxidation, varnish and sludge
•Improves shift quality and
performance in normal to severe duty
conditions
•Eliminates torque converter shutter
and clutch pack chatter, blends with
fluid for immediate effectiveness
•Compatible with all automatic
transmissions and 4x4 transfer cases
Improves efficiency and life of a transmission from
daily drivers to severe duty applications such as
commercial use, towing or high output applications.

AT-222 Shudder Eliminator
Highly concentrated synthetic
friction modifier is designed to
stop torque converter shudder.
(This product does not have the fluid enhancements to
reduce heat, wear, extend life like AT-202)
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Functional Fluids
AT-216 Synthetic Automatic Transmission Fluid
Specifically designed to provide the best protection and performance
for automatic transmissions.
•Synthetic formula protects
transmission by reducing internal heat
& wear
•Maintains performance over
extended periods by resisting thermal
breakdown, oxidation, varnish, and
sludge
•Severe duty and high temperature
protection due to a high shear
stability and film strength
•Extreme cold temperature fluidity,
flows and lubricates down to -58
degrees Fahrenheit
•Compatible with Domestic, Import
and European vehicles
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Multi-Vehicle Coverage: Suitable for use in most North American,
European and Asian vehicles with automatic transmissions.
Including but not limited to:
• GM - Dexron III / Mercon, Dexron VI
• Ford - Mercon L/V/LV/SP
• Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep, RAM - Mopar ATF +3/+4, AS68RC
• Toyota / Lexus - Type T-IV, WS
• Honda / Acura - Z1 / DW1
• Hyundai / Kia - SPIII, SPIV, RED 1
• Nissan - Nissanmatic S/D/J/K/W
• Mitsubishi - Diamond, J3
• BMW 83 22 0 142 516, 83 22 2 152 426, 83 22 0 403 249, 82
22 2 148 578
• Mercedes Benz - MB 001 989 68 03-10, MB 001 989 21 03-10
• VW / Audi - G 052: 162 A2, 182 A2, 529 A2, 990 A2,
G 055: 005 A2, 025 A2, 162 A2, 540 A2, G 060: 162 A2
• Shell - 3403/L12108/M1375.4/LA2634
• Fuchs 3353
• Esso LT71141
• JWS 3309/3314/3324
• Texaco ETL7045E, ETL-8072 B
Not intended or recommended for Allison TES, Ford Type-F, CVT,
Dual Clutch DCT, MAN or Voith applications. Some performance
levels may be limited by specific viscosity requirements For specific
designations consult vehicle's owners manual.

Contact ATP Tech Support if confirmation of specific fluid type is
needed: 847-967-6799 / techsupport@atpautomotive.com
All trademarks are owned by their respective companies and corporations
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Functional Fluids
AT-215 Fully Formulated CVT Fluid
Specifically designed to provide the best protection and performance in
continuously variable (CVT) transmissions.
•Optimized to resist wear from
metal-to-metal contact found in
CVT transmissions
•Maintains performance over
extended periods by resisting thermal
breakdown, oxidation, varnish and
sludge.
•Severe duty and high temperature
protection due to a high shear stability
and film strength
•Extreme cold temperature fluidity,
flows and lubricates down to
-58 degree Fahrenheit
•Compatible with all chainor belt CVT
AT-215 is developed with consideration of all OEM
CVT fluid specifications, and meets or exceeds the
requirements for chain and belt driven CVT’s in
Domestic, Import and European applications.
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AT-224 Multi Vehicle Power Steering Fluid
Perfect for all uses; from increasing efficiency and life of the power
steering system in a daily driver, to specialty, severe-duty
and high performance applications.
•Synthetic power steering formulated
for all power steering systems
(including specialty CHF / European
applications)
•Severe duty and high temperature
protection due to a high shear
stability and film strength
•Extreme cold temperature fluidity,
flows and lubricates down to
-58 degree Fahrenheit
Suitable for use in high end / European systems
specifying CHF fluids, or as an upgrade to any
Domestic, Import or European car or truck. (although
compatible with base mineral power steering fluids, a
full flush is recommended to maximize
performance benefits).
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System Additives
AT-213 Power Steering Protectant
Specialty synthetic additive for power steering systems.
•Semi-synthetic power steering
additive, helps stop steering noise
and whine
•Improves steering efficiency, reduces
stiffness and inconsistent pressure
•Extends system life by increasing
lubrication of rack and pump
•Can be used to improve standard
power steering fluid for specialty
applications (such as Honda / Acura)
•4oz bottle to treat 1 power steering
system

Unique formula blends with power steering fluid,
increases lubrication and reduces system heat and
wear. Most often, power steering noise originates from
insufficient lubrication. This can be corrected by adding
AT-213 to the system, saving time and money from
costly repairs (if the issue persists even with increased
lubrication, the component needs to be replaced).
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AT-210 Limited Slip Differential Supplement
Premium limited slip differential additive specifically suited for the
unique characteristics of clutch type LSD differentials.
•Specifically formulated for
limited slip differentials
•Converts standard gear oil to
be compatible with limited slip
differentials
•Eliminates clutch chatter, smooths
engagement and power delivery particularly in high performance and
high mileage differentials
•Incorporates synthetics to reduce
heat, protect clutch surfaces and
improve performance
•4oz bottle to treat 1 differential
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Transmission Fluid Modifiers
AT-203 Friction Modifier
Full synthetic ATF additive that converts conventional Dex/Merc ATF to
a highly friction modified fluid. The additive blends with ATF, offering
instant results with no soak-in period and provides compatibility with
HFM applications.
•Converts Dex / Merc ATF to a
highly friction modified fluid
•Blends with fluid for immediate
effectiveness, provides compatibility
with:
•Chrysler ATF +3/+4
•Honda Z1
•Toyota Type T
•Mitsubishi Diamond SPII
•Hyundai/KIA SPIII
•Nissanmatic
•Incorporates synthetics to improve
transmission performance, reduce
heat and wear
•Perfect for converting bulk
purchased Dex / Merc ATF for
application specific compatibility
•10oz bottle to treat one transmission
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AT-217 Titanium Modifier
Offers the benefits of a transmission protectant and friction modifier in
one additive. It enhances conventional Dex / Merc for HFM compatibility
and modifies Synthetic Dex / Merc for compatibility with specialty ATF.
•Converts Dex / Merc ATF to a
highly friction modified fluid
•Modifies Synthetic Dex / Merc ATF
to provides compatibility with:
•Dexron VI
•Mercon V
•European applications
•Blends with fluid for immediate
effectiveness, no soak in period
•Incorporates synthetics to improve
transmission performance, reduce
heat and wear
•Highly stable fluid prevents
overheating and eliminates foaming,
sludge and oxidation
•10oz bottle to treat one transmission
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Transmission Service
AT-200 Cooler Flush
ATP AT-200 Cooler Flush is a professional grade transmission cooler
flush. Any time a transmission is serviced, it is essential to flush the
transmission cooler to remove any contaminants found in the old fluid.
AT-200’s high powered flush contains a unique foaming formula that
lifts and suspends particles, allowing them to be carried out of the
cooler effectively and quickly.
•The only way to effectively clean
automatic transmission coolers and
lines
•Foaming cleaner lifts and suspends
particles
•High powered flush fully clears
cooler and lines
•Eliminates left over contamination
when installing a rebuilt transmission
or if sludge is found in the
transmission pan
•18oz can complete with
5/16” fitting and hose

AT-201 Transmission Assembly Lube
•For use with any internal service,
will not clog or harm transmission
•Holds parts together during
reassembly
•Lubricates bearings, bushings,
sealing rings, thrust washers, o’rings,
gaskets and seals
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Chemical Merchandising
Merchandising materials for distributors of ATP Premium
Chemicals and Additives.

Merchandising Rack
PN AT-MCR
•Holds 1 case of each ATP
chemical / additive product
•Perfect for parts stores, waiting
rooms or shop bays

AT-205 Counter Card
PN MKT-915
•Counter top display that provides
consumer specifc features and benefits
of AT-205
•Available with orders of AT-205

Other display and merchandising opportunities available, contact marketing@atpautomotive.com
for specific programs.
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